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D. An Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) is required for deployment of multiple services.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 111
Mary is experiencing slow development times. She is constantly building a new
WAR and then deploying to her local server every time a change is made. After
establishing that no changes are being made to the web.xml file, what two
recommendations can be made to speed up her deployment and thus
development time? (Choose two.)

A. Make a copy of files and then edit the copies.
B. Edit the files directly on the server using a text editor.
C. Copy the changed files directly to the publishing location.
D. Use the "Automatically Synchronize Portlet WAR" command.
E. Use the "Export Portlet WAR" command to create a WAR file.

Answer: C, D

QUESTION: 112
When creating a service-oriented application, which two models are required?
(Choose two.)

A. Service builder model
B. Service factory model
C. Service referral model
D. Service provider model
E. Service consumer model

Answer: D, E

QUESTION: 113
A forms application may require routing and approval to complete the process.
How would a developer add this workflow requirement in a form application when
the form is used with IBM Forms Experience Builder?
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A. While using the IBM Forms Designer, add a workflow component to the form.
B. While designing and creating the form add "Stages" to the form using a web
browser.
C. Use IBM Web Experience Factory to develop a form and add a Human-Task
component to the form.
D. While using IBM Rational Application Developer to design the form, add
a Human-Task component pointing to Process Server to handle the
workflow.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 114
IBM Forms Experience Builder allows users to build forms without having special
client software installed. Who is targeted to develop these forms?

A. IT Developers
B. Business Users
C. Sales Managers
D. Business Analyst

Answer: B

QUESTION: 115
The insurance company where Sara works is required by law to keep some
documents up to 99 years. Which extension with IBM Forms would she use to save
the forms for the required time?

A. IBM Forms Services Extender
B. IBM Forms Server - P8 Integrator
C. IBM Forms Documentum Integrator
D. IBM Forms - Lotus Quickr Connector

Answer: B

QUESTION: 116
When should the verbose garbage collection in JVM logs be checked?
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A. when there has been critical system failures
B. when a problem with memory has been identified
C. when there has been a null pointer exception located within the logs
D. when a System.Reflection.TargetInvocationException is found in the log files

Answer: B

QUESTION: 117
With which IBM WebSphere Application Server functionality is single sign-on for
the client realm established?

A. LDAP token functionality
B. Authentication Proxies only
C. LTPA token functionality only
D. LTPA token functionality or Authentication Proxy

Answer: D

QUESTION: 118
Which file contains data to troubleshoot installation errors of the IBM Forms
Server?

A. Error.log
B. FormsInstall.log
C. FormsInstall-Error.log
D. FormsServerInstall-80.log

Answer: D

QUESTION: 119
When configuring the JVM heap size for IBM WebSphere Portal, which is the
memory limit that both native and JVM heap must fit into for 32-bit systems?

A. 1 GB
B. 1.5 GB
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C. 2 GB
D. 2.5 GB

Answer: C

QUESTION: 120
Which logging mechanism allows a user to easily enable and disable logging by
setting a property in the log4j.properties file?

A. custom logging
B. Debug Tracing builder
C. SystemOut actions in an Action list
D. com.bowstreet.appserver.logmanager package

Answer: B

QUESTION: 121
IBM Lotus Domino databases must authenticate with the Lotus Domino Directory
on which they reside. If IBM WebSphere Portal uses another LDAP server other
than Lotus Domino to authenticate its users, what is an option to get SSO working
with Lotus Domino and WebSphere Portal?

A. Sync only the usernames in the LDAP Directory with the names WebSphere
Portal uses to authenticate a user.
B. Use Directory Assistance so that the IBM Tivoli Access Manager can
authenticate with the external LDAP user directory.
C. Sync the username and passwords in the LDAP Directory with the names
WebSphere Portal uses to authenticate a user.
D. Sync the username and passwords in the Lotus Domino Directory with the names
WebSphere Portal uses to authenticate a user.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 122
Which log maintains information of an installation or migration process?
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A. SystemOut.log
B. SystemErr.log
C. ConfigTrace.log
D. upgradeConfigEngineTrace.log

Answer: C

QUESTION: 123
What option is an example of an advanced trace setting?

A. LDAPControlTransformer
B. IdentityControlTransformer
C. NetezzaControlTransformer
D. DynamicControlTransformer

Answer: B

QUESTION: 124
Frank has just installed IBM WebSphere Portal. What changes should he make to
the default settings to tune the installation for production usage?

A. Copy the settings exactly from a previous version.
B. Start with the default and run performance tests against them.
C. Use the recommended settings from the WebSphere Portal tuning guide as a
baseline.
D. Ask other users on the forums what they use in their environment and use those
for production.

Answer: C
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